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What is the BI?
The BI is a collective of biologists, universities, government and non-governmental
organizations dedicated to the understanding and conserving the biodiversity in
tropical rainforests.
Because we have added mammals to our repertoire and are also working
to expand our geographic scope, we have changed our name to simply
Biodiversity Initiative. Our old name, Equatorial Guinea Bird Initiative
(EGBI), will still represent our bird research in Equatorial Guinea.
How can you follow what the BI is up to?
Our new website will debut in June, but for now, visit us at Facebook.com/EGbirds
BI Core Researchers:
Luke L. Powell, PhD, Smithsonian Institution,
BI Director
Jared D. Wolfe, PhD, US Forest Service, PhD,
BI Avian Banding Specialist
Jacob C. Cooper, MS, University of Kansas,
BI Avian Audiovisual Survey Specialist
Kristin Brzeski PhD, Princeton University,
BI Mammalogist & Geneticist

BI researchers set up a
100-ha plot in primary
forest near Oyala.

What’s new with BI in 2016:
• We added a new scientist, mammalogist and geneticist Dr. Kristin Brzeski of
Princeton University!
• We documented four more bird species
that have never before been documented in
Equatorial Guinea: Pied Cuckoo, Great Reed
Warbler, Brown-crowned Tchagra and
Brown Nightjar. Much thanks to Oscar
Johnson and Ryan Terrill of Louisiana State
University for their help in ^inding these new
species! This brings our total list of new
species in the country to 11.

Yellow-bellied Wattle-eye
(Dyaphorophyia concreta)
Photo by Luke L. Powell

What’s New with BI, continued:
•In three separate bird banding efforts in 2016, we captured
780 individual birds representing dozens of species. We have
now documented 215 species at our new study sites at
Oyala, Equatorial Guinea.

Western Bluebill
(Spermophaga haematina)
Photo by Luke L. Powell

•We hiked two days into the a volcanic caldera: La Gran
Caldera de Luba - one of the most remote locations in
western Africa. We performed ornithological surveys,
banded many birds and deployed camera traps in the caldera
during an 8 day expedition. Below is a photo of a Drill caught
passing by one of our camera traps.

A male Drill (Mandrillus leucophaeus)
caught on a camera trap in the Caldera
De Luba. Photo by Kristin Brzeski

The Gran Caldera de Luba. The
vertical yellow line at left marks
the path of our expedition. Note
that the diameter of the crater is
5KM!

•Audubon Magazine sent a journalist and photographer
with us on our expedition into the Gran Caldera de Luba.
The July/Aug 2016 issue of Audubon Magazine will
feature a major article about the BI!

What’s New with BI, continued:
•

We invited a collaboration with Oscar Johnson, Ryan Terrill and Tristan Davis,
researchers with Louisiana State University and The University of Kansas.
These researchers are experts in avian systematics and evolution; their
efforts will, among other things, help us determine how many of Bioko
Island’s 29 endemic subspecies are actually unique endemic` species.

•

For 10 days, we trained Agustin Ebana and Cayetano Ebana, biological
technicians at INDEFOR-AP, the EG government’s protected areas program.
After we left the country, Agustin and Cayetano spent ten days banding birds
independently near Oyala, EG.

•

We set up two 100 ha (250
acre) research plots within
walking distance of the
American University of
Central Africa in Oyala,
Equatorial Guinea.

•

During two days at the
Moka Biological Station,
we ran a wildlife
techniques course, working
with 16 students students from the
Universidad National de Guinea
Equatorial (UNGE) and 6 students from
Drexel University. The course focused
on how to safely capture and band
birds, how to perform audiovisual
surveys, and how to set up camera
traps.

•

Along with help from Bioko
Biodiversity Protection Program, we
helped Amancio Motive Etingüe set up
his thesis research project. Amancio is
of our UNGE students from last year’s
banding course. He is studying the
effects of a new paved road on the
birdlife of Equatorial Guinea.

Banding with Agustin and Cayetano
near the American University of
Central Africa in Oyala, Equatorial
Guinea.

Undergraduate student Amancio Motive Etingüe with a
Bar-tailed Trogon. Photo by Elaine Franklin.
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